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ABSTRACT
Droplet is a new programming editor, created by the author, which has a draganddrop block
interface like Scratch, but allows users to edit in mainstream text programming languages. It is
intended to close the learning gap between blocks and text. Droplet accomplishes twoway
conversion by using the program text in the target text language as the primary data model. A
preliminary analysis of data from several months of student use of Droplet is also presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
Draganddrop block languages such as Scratch and Blockly are accessible to learners: Scratch
has over four million young users in its online community [1], and Blockly has been used by
over 20 million learners through code.org. [2] However, these tools do not enable direct work
with mainstream text programming languages. This prevents their users from interacting with
the large community of practice using text languages such as C, Java, Python, and JavaScript [3],
which may lead to a confidence gap. For example, Lewis found that beginners introduced to text
code first (rather than blocks) agree more strongly with the statement that “I am good at writing
computer programs” [4]. Powers et al. report that weaker students moving from blocks to text
“lost confidence” and even strong students reported “syntax overload” [5].
2. RELATED WORK
Several other tools have attempted to address the gap between blocks and text.
Alice [6] is a block programming language built around 3D storytelling. Alice projects can be
converted into readable Java code, but not viceversa.
Scratch [7] allows advanced users to create new blocks using JavaScript. However, existing
Scratch programs cannot be turned into wellformatted JavaScript programs, nor vice versa.
Scratch is also related to the text language Sniff [8], which is designed to carry over similar
vocabulary and thought processes, although there is no automatic conversion between Sniff text
and Scratch blocks.
Blockly [9] is a programming tool that lets students work in blocks. It can show a text language
equivalent, but no work is done in text. Blocklybased AppInventor [10] is a block language for
mobile devices that includes a new text language, TAIL [11] (Fig 1). TAIL is designed to be

isomorphic to AppInventor blocks and can be converted to blocks.
This approach relies on a new
text language, so it does not directly generalize to other preexisting text languages.
Tiled Grace [12] (Fig 2) is a blockbased editor for the nascent programming language Grace
[13]. It is notable because it allows students to work both in a preexisting text language, Grace,
and blocks. Tiled Grace supports the syntax, semantics, and libraries of Grace, but it does not
support other languages.
Fig 1. An example of TAIL conversion with App Inventor

Fig 2. An example of the Tiled Grace text/blocks transition

3. APPROACH
Droplet was created as a block editor for Pencil Code [14], a learning tool oriented around
Coffeescript and Javascript. Hence, Droplet loads existing text programs, edits them as blocks,
and saves them as text again, with 100% fidelity to the text when switching modes.
Droplet currently edits Javascript and Coffeescript, and is easily extended to other languages by
following two principles
1. The text is the core piece of data, even when editing blocks. The data model used for
rendering and editing is a markedup text stream.
2. Languagespecific logic is minimal. All blocks are treated the same.
3.1. Textbased Data Model
Droplet's data model is a text stream marked up with XMLlike tokens such as 
<block>
,
</block>
,
<socket>
or 
</socket>
, where each token represents the boundary of a visual block or
a dropregion within a block. This model is created from a text program by adapting a traditional
language parser to insert tokens where blocks are desired (Fig 3). To convert from blocks to text,
the markup is discarded, returning to the original text.

The Droplet renderer and editor treat all blocks in the same manner. Block color and decorations
are determined by the language adapter, and block shape is determined by the format of the text.
Draganddrop operations splice the text.
Fig 3. An overview of Droplet architecture

3.2. Language Extensibility
Extending Droplet to another language requires only writing a new language adapter. Language
adapters insert markup into the text stream, along with metadata such as color. Adapters
currently exist for Javascript (acorn.js parser) and CoffeeScript (native CoffeeScript parser).
To do typechecking or deal with order of operations, the language adapter receives callbacks.
Before a block is dropped into a new place, the adapter may prohibit the drop if it is
typeincompatible. To preserve order of operations, it may also mutate the block, usually to add
or remove parentheses.
3.3. Rendering
To render blocks, Droplet considers the text line by line. Each Block computes a box for each
line that surrounds all of its text on that line. Spacing is sometimes inserted between lines in the
box model (Fig 4, left) to ensure that, when paths are drawn, each block has enough space to be
connected (Fig 4, right).
Droplet then draws a path surrounding all of its rectangles, but avoiding indented areas. For
normal indentation, this avoidance creates a Cshaped mouth similar to Scratch’s container
blocks (Fig 2). However, it can also create blocks of other shapes to accommodate text in other
formats (Fig 4).
Because all text is rendered in the blocks, Droplet also shows smooth animation between blocks
and text (Fig 5). Block colors are faded away first, then text characters are linearly animated to
their final positions.

Droplet is designed to edit any Javascript or Coffeescript program. It is confirmed to process and
preserve a range of realworld code including the source for jQuery, Coffeescript’s unit test suite
of 3,000 syntax edge cases, and the source for the Coffeescript compiler itself. Every markup
stream that represents a valid tree is guaranteed to render. Thus, every language that can have an
AST could be supported by Droplet.
Fig 4. An example of Droplet rendering unusuallyformatted text.
Left: box model; right: final rendering.

3.4. Animation Between Blocks and Text
Fig 5. An example of the Droplet animation.

4. USER EXPERIENCE
Between 201499 and 2014111, the blocktext transition was used in the Droplet editor over
81,000 times on Pencil Code. We recorded the number of programs with syntax errors and the
number of programs that used indented constructs like loops or functions.
Students using Droplet had almost 4 times fewer syntax errors than students using text, but used
constructs such as loops and functions just as often (Fig 6). Students, in general, preferred block
mode, but approximately 26% used an even combination of the two modes (Fig 7).
As users stay longer on pencilcode, they smoothly become more likely to use text mode (Fig 8).
Droplet assists in this transition. However, this may also be affected by the fact that the less
motivated users, who are dependent on block mode, quit pencilcode early.

Figs 6 and 7. Droplet usage statistics on pencilcode.net.
Left: errors and control flow in blocks vs text. Right: number of users who prefer each mode.

Fig 8. The average Pencilcode user's usage progression

We conducted a survey of fourteen high schoolers (many with prior experience) after a onehour
session, users said that they used blocks for the following purposes:
At the beginning, when I was getting started

7

To learn new constructs, like “for” and “tick”

2

To discover new commands in the palette

5

To write most of my programs

0

Thirteen out of the fourteen users responded that they used “mostly text” to program, and one
“both equally.”
We also conducted a separate survey of five high schoolers with no prior experience after a
twohour session. The distribution was more even: two used mostly blocks, one mostly text, one
started in text and moved to blocks, and one started in blocks and moved to text.

5. DISCUSSION
As far as we know, Droplet is the first block editor that is able to edit programs in a language as
widely used as JavaScript. Future work includes integrating with a parser generator like ANTLR,
which would support over 100 languages, including Java and C.
By giving students the ability to switch freely between blocks and text, Droplet opens new
possibilities for teaching. Students do switch modes often, and in future work we are interested
in studying whether this helps to build confidence and understanding.
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